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Powerleague
The teams from Progress, Pace IT and Music Agency explain how they
brought the 5-a-side company’s site and booking system up to date
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Close up
Brief
Five-a-side football company, Powerleague,
underwent a major rebrand this year, and as
part of this process it needed to give its slow
and outdated online system for booking pitches
and events a complete overhaul.
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(1) Book a Pitch – A key user functionality.
This needed to be prominent, easy to access
and simple to use.
(2) Newly developed APIs – These help
facilitate the purchase of other products and
services, eg corporate events, increasing
eCommerce revenue opportunities.
(3) Customisable modular templates – These
offer engaging locations to advertise the

latest headline promotion, (for example,
Circle Play).
(4) Join a League – This is another key
offering on the updated site, and is used for
attracting new players and new teams to the
Powerleague world.
(5) Social engagement – Live social media
updates and the different ways to connect
with Powerleague.
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James Leck enby

Dan Wilson

David Simpson
Timeline

Significant dates in the
Powerleague project
Music Agency:
17/02/17:
James is a development manager
at Pace IT, delivering large-scale
web and mobile projects.
w: www.paceit.co.uk
t: @paceitsystems

Dan is senior product marketing
manager for NativeScript and
mobility at Progress.
w: www.progress.agency
t: @danwilson

David is executive creative
director at Music Agency.
w: http://music.agency
l: https://uk.linkedin.com/in/davidsimpson-4167ab13

Strategy, positioning, identity and brand
idea all signed off. The brand now fits
Powerleague’s new vision.

22/02/17:
Workshop with the key stakeholders to
discuss their digital ambitions.

Founded in 1987 in Paisley,
Scotland, Powerleague (www.
powerleague.co.uk) offers commercial
5-a-side football in the UK and Europe,
and is the world’s largest provider of
small-sided football, offering leagues,
camps, parties, coaching and corporate
events. Alongside a rebrand by Music
Agency, Powerleague’s business
development director, Andrew Hill,
brought in Progress and Pace IT to
modernise Powerleague’s legacy system
for booking pitches and events.
Where was Powerleague’s booking
system coming up short?
JL: With the existing system (built with
an older version of Progress OpenEdge),
information about the leagues and teams
was updated using an overnight batch
process that pulled information out of
the booking system, and pushed it to the
website. It was a slow system that didn’t
meet customers’ expectations for realtime booking updates.
How did Progress get involved?
DW: Powerleague turned to UK-based
Pace IT to oversee the modernisation
project. While Pace IT explored a variety
of options for building native apps,
the company ultimately went with the
NativeScript framework for the project.
What were the key aims for the build?
JL: The most important thing was
ensuring that the booking system was
easy to use and attractive to those using
it. Everything from the booking system

to the club information needed to be
connected and not detached from each
other in silos.
How does the app tie into it all?
JL: As millennials account for a
significant portion of Powerleague’s
customer base, this modernisation
project also included the development
of a mobile app. The organiser needed a
well-designed, comprehensive mobile
application that enabled customers to
book events, draft teams and track stats
from their smartphones.
What challenges needed addressing?
JL: The biggest aim of the project was
to provide a more engaging journey
from the initial interaction through to
booking. With Powerleague offering more
than just football pitch bookings, it was
important to direct the user to relevant
information without being overwhelmed.
Another major requirement was to
provide the website with real-time access
to fixtures, results and pitch availability.
We needed to connect to internal systems
and pull data on an as-needed basis.
Talk us through your UX process.
JL: The original website was a legacy
site with many pages and very little
organised structure. Powerleague worked
with Music Agency to wireframe an
improved user journey, and present
information in a way that engages the
audience. Running in tandem with the
website project, Powerleague underwent
a rebranding exercise to update the

28/02/17:
Data and stats gathered from old site,
shows booking is the driver for users.

24/03/17:
A common sense approach to the UX –
simplified and streamlined.

22/04/17:
Content designed, photography shot.

25/04/17:
Assets handed over to front-end
developers, Anything.

28/06/17:
Hand over to Pace IT.

Pace IT Systems Ltd:
04/04/17:
Created specifications for APIs to
facilitate additional site user journeys.

15/06/17:
Started development work on the new
APIs for additional website user journeys.

04/07/17:
Begin connecting new APIs to
Powerleague’s back-office finance and
booking system.

25/07/17:
Began the end to end testing of website
and user booking eCommerce journeys.

22/08/17:
Released the website to live.
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(1) It all kicked off with a brief from Powerleague about

how we could gentrify the centres, which are now called
Clubs. (2) This led into a bigger conversation about the
overall Powerleague brand and its vision to encourage a
new generation to play more football. This inspired our
big idea, to belong. Each Club would now represent the
local culture, history and character. A unique crest was
created for each Club. (3) Some initial wireframes. The
clickable prototype was built in InVision. Due to the tight
deadline, we didn’t do any user testing but previous data
showed four key site drivers: Booking, Kids, Events, Club
Finder. (4) The website was designed mobile first; we
used a modular design, to keep it as adaptable as
possible and with the app in mind. (5) Homepage, clearly
showing ‘Book a pitch’ front and centre. (6) The Club
Concept gives each club, each team and each individual a
sense of togetherness. This was fundamental in the
personalisation of the site after login.
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marketing presence and provide a
unified and engaging brand. The new
branding was taken and used to create
a core design language for the website,
with all pages following a modular
theme. The majority of pages were
also designed complete with content,
providing a very clear specification for
building the website.
One of the biggest challenges was to
present a clear way to navigate to the
user and allow them to find information.
Working with Music Agency, who
undertook the rebranding project, we
were able to focus on the target market,
and deliver a market-leading online
experience for the customers.
How do you take something like a
booking system and make it look good?
JL: With the core of customer base
being millennials, it was important
the booking process was streamlined
and easy to use on mobile devices. The
simplified process has greatly improved
online revenues, with visitors hitting the
booking process quicker and purchasing
more online than ever before.
A booking process needs to present the
user with options, while keeping things
simple and not overwhelming. To achieve
this, we created a clear user experience,
and implemented helpful guidance, such
as suggesting available pitches nearby
when a slot is unavailable.
We also took the opportunity to
implement cross-selling of more
products and services into the process.
While the original system only allowed
the booking of pitches, users can now
book kids’ parties, football camps,
bubble football and more.
Can you tell us which technologies
were used in the project?
JL: NativeScript was the key product.
First and foremost, the Pace IT
development team had years of
experience using JavaScript. With
NativeScript, Pace IT could simply
jump in and start developing native
cross-platform apps using a familiar
language – there was no need to go out
and hire iOS experts or any specialist
staff. The fact that NativeScript and

All done A simple, clear page shows everything
that has been ordered, the price to pay and the
exact date and time

Something for everyone A clean page shows you
everything that can done from booking a Christmas
party to offering to be a referee!

OpenEdge played so well together was
also advantageous for the modernisation
project. We had existing OpenEdge APIs
– for example, an API for Powerleague
soccer pitch bookings – used for the
website. NativeScript calls them directly
so we’re reusing all the code – it’s fast
and efficient.

to the flexibility, design and robustness
of NativeScript and OpenEdge.

How did you go about testing?
DW: The implementation of NativeScript
was relatively smooth and Pace IT got
to work on the mobile app right away.
Because Pace IT could use NativeScript
to simultaneously develop native apps
for both Android and iOS devices, the
development of the Powerleague app
took only three weeks.
JL: We had no issues with the project due

Did you learn any useful lessons?
JL: Our biggest challenge was the
timescales. We needed a quick
development cycle to launch the website
in tandem with the rebranding efforts.
It was an exercise in organisation, and
something that has benefited our team
in [subsequent] projects.
How has it been received?
DW: Since completing the project,
Powerleague has seen online revenues
triple. This growth can be directly
attributed to the superior customer
experience as well as the greater
flexibility in terms of booking options.
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